
Dance Movements

CHORUS
Making a vertical “X” in front of you, cross and uncross
your arms to the beat
Hold your bicep with your other hand to show you’re in
pain, as if someone had hit you
Trace teardrops down your cheeks
Making a vertical “X” in front of you, cross and uncross
your arms to the beat
Put your open hands around your mouth and shout the
phrase
Making a vertical “X” in front of you, cross and uncross
your arms to the beat
Do the “fly catcher” gesture: close your fist quickly
several times in front of you, like a robber stealing
money
Making a vertical “X” in front of you, cross and uncross
your arms to the beat Point to yourself
Put one hand out in front of you, palm up and cover it
with the other hand, palm down and then slowly “flip
the sandwich” 180º so that the hand on the bottom is on
top and vice versa.

Song Lyrics

What a world
I just don´t get it
People on the street
And they can´t get bread
Under a bridge
Freezing cold
People with kids
But no home
We´ve got so much.
Can´t we share?
Why´s it so hard
To be fair?
Too many look
The other way
I don´t like it
So I say
So we say
Come on, come on!
CHORUS
We don´t, we don´t like it—no!

People hurting,

crying—no!
We don´t, we don´t like it—no!

We don´t like the things we see

We don´t, we don´t like it—no!

People stealing, lying—no!

We don´t, we don´t like it

We don´t like it
Change has got to come
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People steal
People lie
People hurt
People cry
Violence, poverty
Hunger, greed
Give me your money
I won´t say “please”
Maybe we
Should be mad
When things are
So very sad.
Change has got to
Come one day.
I don´t like it
So I say
I don´t like it, I don´t like it,
I don´t like it, I don´t like it
Come on, come on!
CHORUS
Rome wasn´t built
In one day
Brick by brick
That´s the way
Step by step
Bit by bit
Change won´t come
In one minute
It takes work
It takes time
It takes will
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